METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MONITORING CLOCK-RELATED PERMISSION ON A COMPUTER TO PREVENT UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS

To prevent unauthorized access on a computer, a clock monitoring system having a memory for storing a permission database having one or more permission fields, each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, a time-value field comprising a stored time-value, and a clock-monitor in communication with the permission database. The clock-monitor reads a first time-value from a system clock, determines whether the permissions database is initialized, and if the permission database is initialized, compares the first time-value to the stored time-value. If the first time-value is later than the stored time-value, the clock-monitor stores the first time-value in the stored time-value field. If the first time-value is earlier than the stored time-value, the clock-monitor disables the one or more clock-related permissions, thereby preventing access to the data. If the permissions database is not initialized, the clock-monitor stores the first time-value in the stored time-value field.
Field of the Invention

The invention relates to monitoring the system clock of a computer to detect alterations or modifications to the system clock. In particular, the invention relates to a method and apparatus for monitoring alterations or modifications of a system clock to prevent unauthorized access to secure data.

Background of the Invention

Some computer programs contain restrictions that limit the time of use of the program. These restrictions may be either dictated by a license, agreed to conditions of use of a program, or defined by the owner or provider of the program. For example, trial versions of software typically permit use for a specified period, such as, for example, 30 days. One known method for setting the expiration period of the trial software is to record the system clock information, which includes date and time information, and set the expiration date to be the thirtieth day following that date. Another known method is to have the expiration date programmed into the computer code. Under this method, the program will operate only if the system clock date is earlier than the expiration date regardless of when the program is installed on the computer system.

According to either of these two methods, a user is prohibited from executing the computer program after the expiration date. Typically, an attempt to execute a program after expiration date generates a screen-message notifying the user that the program has expired. A known method to circumvent the expiration date parameter is to manually reset the system clock to a date and time that falls within the permitted time period, that is, to a time and date earlier than the expiration date.

Attempts have been made to address this problem by completely disabling a program independent of system clock information after a user tries to execute a program when the system clock date is later than the expiration field. However, this solution is harsh, in that it does not permit the user to correct the system clock and perhaps continue a permitted use of the software.

There is a need in the field of computer systems to prevent the circumvention of use-restrictions embedded in computer code, such as expiration parameters, without permanently disabling use or access to the program or data within it. The present invention addresses this need by providing a method and apparatus that monitors the system clock to prevent unauthorized access to data. The invention detects modifications or alterations to the system clock and disables clock-related permissions until the system clock is returned to its correct value.

Summary of the Invention

The invention relates to a clock monitoring system for monitoring alterations or
modifications of a system clock to prevent unauthorized access to secure data. One method of the invention comprises the steps of reading a first time value from the system clock and determining whether a permissions database, having one or more clock-related permission field, each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value, is initialized on the computer system. If so initialized, this method of the invention compares the first time value to the stored time value and, if the first time value is later than the stored time value, stores the first time value in the stored time value field, but if the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, disables the one or more clock-related permissions, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data. If the permissions database is not initialized, the first time value is stored in the stored time value field.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shown in the drawings a form which is presently preferred; it being understood, however, that this invention is not limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities shown.

Figure 1 is a flow diagram of a method for monitoring alterations or modifications of a system clock according to an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 2 is a flow diagram of a method for monitoring alterations or modifications of a system clock by checking system clock values at predetermined tracking intervals.

**Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments of the Invention**

The present invention comprises a novel method and apparatus for monitoring the system clock of a computer to prevent unauthorized access to data. The terms "computer", "computer system", or "system" as used herein include any device capable of receiving, transmitting, and/or using information, including, without limitation, a processor, a microprocessor, a personal computer, such as a laptop, palm PC, desktop or workstation, a network server, a mainframe, an electronic wired or wireless device, such as for example, a telephone, an interactive television, such as for example, a television adapted to be connected to the Internet or an electronic device adapted for use with a television, a cellular telephone, a personal digital assistant, an electronic pager, and a digital watch. In an illustrative example, information is transmitted in the form of e-mail. A computer, computer system, or system of the invention may operate in communication with other systems over a network, such as, for example, the Internet, an intranet, or an extranet, or may operate as a stand-alone system. Also, the terms "information" and "data" as used herein are each intended to include the broadest definition of the other. For example, the term "information" can mean raw data, processed data, or a combination of raw and processed data and includes but is not limited to text, audio and video data.

The following description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to make and use
the invention. Descriptions of specific applications are provided only as examples. Various modifications to the preferred embodiment will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiment shown. On the contrary, the description of the invention set forth herein is intended to cover all alternatives, modifications and equivalents as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

Referring now to Figure 1 there is shown a block diagram of a method for monitoring the system clock of a computer in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. According to this method, a clock monitor is in communication with a permissions database stored in a memory. The permissions database contains at least one clock-related permission field and a stored time value field having a stored time value. Each permission field contains at least one clock-related permission. The clock-related permissions are parameters which control access to data based on information from the system clock, such as time and date information, on the speed of the system clock. It is known in the art that computer systems operate substantially according to a system clock.

Clock-related permissions include, for example, specifying how long a user may access the data by date, hour or minute. One method of implementing this permission is to decrement the access time from the time a process accesses the data until the time the process expires. The access time is tracked internally; however, the speed of the system clock, denied from the ticks of the system processor, is used to decrement the access time. If, during the process, the access time is completely exhausted, the process would be automatically terminated. After the access time expires, the data would be overwritten and deleted. Another example of a clock-related permission is specifying a date on which the data will no longer be available. A user would have access to the data until the expiration date occurs. If a process has the data opened on the expiration date, the process would be automatically terminated and the data would be overwritten and deleted. Yet another example of a clock-related permission is specifying an authorization date on which the data will become accessible. According to this permission, a user would not be able to access the data until the authorization date has passed. Once the authorization date has passed, the user will have access to the data. Other examples of clock-related permissions include "no permissions" or "unrestricted use". The data subject to the clock-related permissions may be stored on a storage device, such as, for example, a hard disk, a floppy disk, a CD-ROM, or a magnetic tape, or may be embedded within the permissions database or computer program.

The clock monitor comprises computer code that, when executed, initiates the initialization of the clock monitor, step 12. In an embodiment of the invention, the computer code is a computer program stored on a machine-readable medium, such as, for example, a magnetic disk or an optical disk. The computer code may be a single module of code or, preferably, may be broken up into a series of modules for performing the functions of the clock monitor. In one embodiment, common
functions are performed more than once by a single module of code by issuing a call to perform the functions of the module of code. Upon initiation, the clock monitor reads the current time from the system clock, step 14. The clock monitor then determines whether the permissions database is initialized, which includes whether it has been initialized on a prior occasion, step 16. In one embodiment of the invention, the execution of a computer program causes the permissions database to initialize via a permission database driver. The database is considered "initialized" if the permissions database driver is loaded on the computer system. In this embodiment, the clock monitor computer code may be embedded within the computer program for initializing the permissions database. In another embodiment, the step of determining whether the permissions database is initialized involves reading the stored time value from the permissions database. If the stored time value is zero, then the database is not initialized. If the stored time value is other than zero, then the database is initialized.

If the permissions database is initialized, then the current time value from step 14 is compared to the stored time value in the stored time value field in the permissions database, step 18. If the current time value from step 14 is later than the stored time value, the current time value is stored in the stored time value field, step 20. If the current time value from step 14 is earlier than the stored time value, the clock-related permissions are disabled, thereby preventing access to the data, step 22.

If the permissions database is not initialized, the current time value of the system clock from step 14 is stored in the stored time value field, step 24. After either of steps 20, 22, or 24, the clock monitor is initialized, step 26, according to the method depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows a method according to one embodiment of the invention wherein, after the clock monitor is initialized, the system clock is checked at predetermined tracking intervals to verify the integrity of the system clock. The interval check is initiated in step 28. An internal clock increments the current time value from step 14 using the speed of the system clock and tracks a true system time. The true system time is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from the time the clock monitor was initialized. The internal elapsed time is preferably stored in the permissions database. At a predetermined tracking interval, the clock monitor reads the time value of the system clock, step 30, and compares it to the true system time kept by the internal clock, step 32. The predetermined tracking interval can be any time value but, preferably, is in the range of zero to sixty seconds. Most preferably, the predetermined tracking interval is one minute. Based on the comparison between the time value of the system clock, as read in step 30, and the true system time, the clock monitor generates a time deviation, also in step 32. The time deviation is compared against an acceptable deviation. The acceptable deviation is preferably predetermined and may be any value of time, such as, for example, a value of time within the range of zero seconds to three hours. Most preferably, the acceptable deviation is three hours.

If the time deviation is outside the acceptable deviation, the clock monitor concludes that
the system clock value has been altered and disables all clock-related permissions, step 34. If the
time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, the clock monitor enforces the clock-related
permissions, step 36. In step 38, the true system time is stored, preferably in the permissions
database and the interval check is completed, step 40.

In one embodiment, the steps of Figure 2 are generally repeated if the clock-related
permissions are disabled in step 34, or in step 22 of Figure 1. If the time deviation generated in this
iteration of the steps in Figure 2 is within the acceptable deviation, the clock-related permissions are
reenabled, permissions are enforced, as needed, the true system time is stored, preferably in the
stored time value field of the permissions database, and the time value read from the system clock
is stored in a last known good system field in the permissions database.

In another embodiment, when the computer shuts down, the true system time is compared
to the system clock value. If the system clock value is within the accepted deviation, the system
clock value is stored in the stored time value field. This enables relatively small deviations to be
accounted for and stored.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of monitoring a system clock of a computer to prevent unauthorized access to data comprising the steps of:

   initializing a clock monitor comprising the steps of:
   reading a first time value from the system clock;
   determining whether a permissions database having one or more clock-related permission field each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value, is initialized on the computer system;
   if the permissions database is initialized, comparing the first time value to the stored time value and,
      if the first time value is later than the stored time value, storing the first time value in the stored time value field,
      if the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, disabling the one or more clock-related permissions, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data; and
   if the permissions database is not initialized, storing the first time value in the stored time value field.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of determining whether the permissions database is initialized comprises the step of:

   reading the stored time value from the stored time value field in the permissions database, and if the stored value is zero, concluding that the permissions database is not initialized, and if the stored time value field is other than zero, concluding that the permissions database is initialized.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

   tracking a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

   after a predetermined tracking interval, reading a second time value from the system
clock;

comparing the second time value with the true system time and generating a time deviation based on the comparison;

if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation, disabling the one or more clock-related permissions;

if the time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, enforcing the clock-related permissions; and

storing the true system time.

4. The method of claim 3, after the step of if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation, disabling one or more clock-related permissions, further comprising the steps of:

reading a third time value from the system clock;

comparing the third time value with the true system time;

generating a second time deviation based on the comparison; and

if the second time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, reenabling the clock-related permissions, storing the true system time in the stored time value field, and storing the third time value in a last known good system time value field in the permissions database.

5. The method of claim 3 wherein the predetermined tracking interval is substantially in the range of zero seconds to sixty seconds.

6. The method of claim 3 wherein the accepted deviation is substantially in the range of zero seconds to three hours.

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

tracking a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

reading a second time value from the system clock;
comparing the second time value with the true system time and generating a time deviation based on the comparison; and

if the time deviation is within an acceptable deviation, storing the second time value in the stored time value field.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising the step of powering down the computer.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein the accepted deviation is substantially in the range of zero seconds to three hours.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the clock-related permissions comprise date-related permissions.

11. A clock monitoring system to prevent unauthorized access to data on a computer having a system clock, the system comprising:

   a memory for storing a permissions database having one or more clock-related permission field each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value;

   a clock monitor in communication with the permissions database that reads a first time value from the system clock, determines whether the permissions database is initialized, if the permissions database is initialized, compares the first time value to the stored time value and, if the first time value is later than the stored time value, stores the first time value in the stored time value field, if the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, disables the one or more clock-related permissions, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data; and if the permissions database is not initialized, stores the first time value in the stored time value field.

12. The clock monitoring system of claim 11 wherein the clock monitor determines whether the permissions database is initialized by:
reading the stored time value from the stored time value field in the permissions database, and if the stored value is zero, concluding that the permissions database is not initialized, and if the stored time value field is other than zero, concluding that the permissions database is initialized.

13. The clock monitoring system of claim 11 wherein the clock monitor further:

tracks a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

after a predetermined tracking interval, reads a second time value from the system clock;

compares the second time value with the true system time and generates a time deviation based on the comparison; and

if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation, disables the one or more clock-related permissions;

if the time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, enforces the clock-related permissions; and

stores the true system time.

14. The clock monitoring system of claim 13 wherein the clock monitor, after disabling one or more clock-related permissions if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation:

reads a third time value from the system clock;

compares the third time value with the true system time;

generates a second time deviation based on the comparison; and

if the second time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, reenables the clock-related permissions, stores the true system time in the stored time value field, and stores the third time value in a last known good system time value field in the permissions database.
15. A machine-readable medium comprising secured data and a program to monitor a system clock of a computer to prevent unauthorized access to the secured data, the program comprising:

a memory for storing a permissions database having one or more clock-related permission field each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value;

means for reading a first time value from the system clock;

means in communication with the permissions database for determining whether the permissions database is initialized;

means for comparing the first time value to the stored time value if the permissions database is initialized;

means for storing the first time value in the stored time value field if the first time value is later than the stored time value,

means for disabling the one or more clock-related permissions if the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data; and

means for storing the first time value in the stored time value field if the permissions database is not initialized.

16. The machine-readable medium of claim 15, wherein the means for determining whether the permissions database is initialized comprises:

means for reading the stored time value from the stored time value field in the permissions database; and

means for concluding that the permissions database is not initialized if the stored value is zero, and concluding that the permissions database is initialized if the stored time value field is other than zero.

17. The machine-readable medium of claim 15 wherein the program further comprises:
means for tracking a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

means for reading a second time value from the system clock after a predetermined tracking interval;

means for comparing the second time value with the true system time and generating a time deviation based on the comparison;

means for disabling the one or more clock-related permissions if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation;

means for enforcing the clock-related permissions if the time deviation is within the acceptable deviation; and

means for storing the true system time in a memory.

18. The machine-readable medium of claim 17 further comprising:

means for reenabling the clock-related permissions.

19. The machine-readable medium of claim 18 wherein the means for reenabling the clock-related permissions comprises:

means for reading a third time value from the system clock;
means for comparing the third time value with the true system time;
means for generating a second time deviation based on the comparison; and
means for storing the time system time in the stored time value field and storing the third time value in a last known good system time value field in the permission database if the second time deviation is within the acceptable deviation.

20. A method of monitoring a system clock to prevent unauthorized access to data comprising the steps of:

initializing a clock monitor comprising the steps of:
reading a first time value from the system clock;
determining whether a permissions database having one or more clock-related permission field each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value, is initialized on the computer system by:

reading the stored time value from the stored time value field in the permissions database, and if the stored value is zero, concluding that the permissions database is not initialized, and if the stored time value field is other than zero, concluding that the permissions database is initialized;

if the permissions database is initialized, comparing the first time value to the stored time value and,
if the first time value is later than the stored time value, storing the first time value in the stored time value field,
if the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, disabling the one or more clock-related permissions, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data; and

if the permissions database is not initialized, storing the first time value in the stored time value field;

tracking a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

after a predetermined tracking interval, reading a second time value from the system clock;

comparing the second time value with the true system time and generating a time deviation based on the comparison; and

if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation, disabling the one or more clock-related permissions;
if the time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, enforcing the clock-related permissions;

storing the true system time;

if the clock-related permissions are disabled,
reading a third time value from the system clock;
comparing the third time value with the true system time;
generating a second time deviation based on the comparison; and
if the second time deviation is within the acceptable deviation, reenabling the clock-related permissions, storing the true system time in the stored time value field, and storing the third time value in a last known good system time value field in the permission database.

21. A machine-readable medium comprising secured data and a program to monitor a system clock of a computer to prevent unauthorized access to the secured data, the program comprising:

a memory for storing a permissions database having one or more clock-related permission field each field comprising one or more clock-related permissions, and a stored time value field comprising a stored time value;

a first module of computer code that reads a first time value from the system clock;

a second module of computer code that communicates with the permissions database to determine whether the permissions database is initialized;

a third module of computer code that compares the first time value to the stored time value if the permissions database is initialized and stores the first time value in the stored time value field if the permissions database is not initialized;

a fourth module of computer code that stores the first time value in the stored time value field if the third module compares the first time value to the stored time value and the first time value is later than the stored time value; and

a fifth module of computer code that disables the one or more clock-related permissions if the third module compares the first time value to the stored time value and the first time value is earlier than the stored time value, whereby disabling the clock-related permissions prevents access to the data.

22. The machine-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the second module of computer code comprises:

a sixth module of computer code for reading the stored time value from the stored
time value field in the permissions database; and

a seventh module of computer code for concluding that the permissions database is not initialized if the stored value is zero, and concluding that the permissions database is initialized if the stored time value field is other than zero.

23. The machine-readable medium of claim 21 wherein the program further comprises:

an eighth module of computer code that tracks a true system time, which is the stored time value plus an internal elapsed time measured from initialization of the clock monitor;

a ninth module of computer code that reads a second time value from the system clock after a predetermined tracking interval;

a tenth module of computer code that compares the second time value with the true system time and generates a time deviation based on the comparison; and

an eleventh module of computer code that disables the one or more clock-related permissions if the time deviation is not within an acceptable deviation;

a twelfth module of computer code that enforces the clock-related permissions if the time deviation is within the acceptable deviation; and

a thirteenth module of computer code that stores the true system time in a memory.

24. The machine-readable medium of claim 23 further comprising:

a fourteenth module of computer code that reenables the clock-related permissions.

25. The machine-readable medium of claim 24 wherein the fourteenth module of computer code comprises:

a fifteenth module of computer code that reads a third time value from the system clock;

a sixteenth module of computer code that compares the third time value with the true
system time;
a seventeenth module of computer code that generates a second time deviation based on the comparison; and
an eighteenth module of computer code that stores the true system time in the stored time value field and stores the third time value in a last known good system time value field in the permissions database if the second time deviation is within the acceptable deviation.
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